
INTERNAL ANALYSIS VRIO

One of such tools that analyze firm's internal resources is VRIO analysis. The tool was originally developed by Barney,
J. B. () in his work.

Keep in mind competitors will notice the resource. Identify valuable, rare and costly to imitate resources There
are two types of resources: tangible and intangible. Generally, this exploitation of opportunity or mitigation of
threat will result in one of two more outcomes: an increase in revenues or a decrease in costs or both.
Imitability This concerns the degree of imitation when it comes to resources. If the resource lacks rarity and
availability, it may be a weakness. Is nothing going to waste? Resources are also valuable if they help
organizations to increase the perceived customer value. Barney has identified three reasons why resources can
be hard to imitate: Historical conditions. If a certain component is used over 1, times a month, it may be
beneficial to make a comparison of different suppliers. A common resource means, competitors will have
access and use it. In some cases it may even result in the outsourcing of certain components, because this will
be cheaper in the long run. Without all these elements properly in place, there will be no competitive
advantage. Formal control systems can consist of budgeting and reporting activities that keep top management
informed of decisions made by employee's lower down in the firm. Question of Rarity[ edit ] Having rarity in
a firm can lead to competitive advantage. It is important to continually review the value of the resources
because constantly changing internal or external conditions can make them less valuable or useless at all. Are
invoices ready to be sent out? Are there excellent management and control systems? If both elements short
supply and persistence over time aren't met, then the resources and capabilities a firm has can't be a sustained
competitive advantage. Are there marketing campaigns dedicated to it? Do you have brand reputation for
quality, innovation, customer service? Causal ambiguity. Can competitors obtain the resource or capability in
the near future? Social Complexity. Rare Resources that can only be acquired by one or very few companies
are considered rare. In addition, SWOT analysis recognizes the strengths of the company that are used to
exploit opportunities or defend against threats which is exactly what a valuable resource does. Are they
motivated, do they work smoothly and without stagnation?


